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Abstract

TPI can be used to improve the pseudo-random testa-
bility of circuit. However, many TPI algorithms are based
on COP, which can only cope with Boolean circuits, while
in the industry also three-state circuits are found. In this
paper the testability analysis method COP and the COP
based HCRF TPI algorithm are extended with three-state
capabilities, and the HCRF TPI algorithm is adjusted in
such a way that better PR fault coverage improvements
can be achieved as well as for Boolean as for three-state
circuits.

Keywords: Test point insertion, BIST, fault coverage,
pseudo-random, COP

1 Introduction

Pseudo-Random (PR) pattern testing is an attractive
technique for Built-In Self-Test (BIST) because very little
hardware is required for test pattern generation. A Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) can be used to generate the
PR patterns.

Although the LFSR has very low hardware overhead, the
patterns generated by the LFSR often fail to detect faults
known to beRandom Pattern Resistant (RPR). RPR faults
are faults that can only be detected by a very small set of test
patterns. Most faults, therandom susceptible faults, can be
detected by a relative large set of test patterns. Because it
is not feasible (with respect to test application time) to gen-
erate all test patterns, the number of test patterns generated
by the LFSR is often limited to a very small subset. Still it
is likely that with this subset the random susceptible faults
can be detected, however it is unlikely that this set contains
a pattern with which an RPR fault will be detected. Hence,
most RPR faults remain undetected, reducing the fault cov-
erage.

One technique that can be used to improve the PR fault
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coverage, is test point insertion (TPI). By inserting one or
more TPs, a large cone of logic is bypassed such that an
RPR fault can be covered by assigning only a few inputs,
thereby significantly increasing the probability that a PR
pattern covers the RPR fault. TPI requires identifying the
RPR faults and trying to add as few TPs as possible to im-
prove the testability. TPI algorithms for improving PR fault
coverage with BIST can be found in [6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15].

Several of these TPI algorithms [7, 13, 15] use thetesta-
bility analysis (TA)method COP [1] to find the best TP po-
sitions. COP can be used to estimate the probability that a
fault will be covered by a PR pattern and hence determine
which faults are RPR. This information is used by the TPI
algorithms to determine where in the circuit TPs should be
inserted, such that the number of RPR faults decreases and
the overall PR testability of the circuit improves. COP as-
sumes that the circuit is combinational and that all flip-flops
(FFs) are scan-able. Results of the HCRF TPI method of
Tsai[13], a COP based TPI algorithm, have shown that the
PR fault coverage of a circuit can be increased significantly
with a relative small number of TPs.

COP, and hence the TPI algorithms based on COP, can
only cope with Boolean circuits. However, in the semicon-
ductor industry also circuits containing three-state elements
are found. These three-state elements introduce a high-
impedance (Z) or floating state in addition to the Boolean
states 0 and 1 [10]. Examples of three state elements are
the three-state bus and the switch. Besides the Z value, also
the unknown value U is introduced. Unknowns occur in the
circuit when circuit inputs have fixed unknown values, e.g.,
from embedded memories, or when there are bus-conflicts
(the bus is driven by a 0 and a 1 at the same time). Not every
three-state circuit is suited to be implemented with BIST; it
must meet at least the following requirements before BIST
can successfully be applied:

1. There are no bus-conflicts in the circuit as bus-conflicts
can cause circuit damage and can result in an unknown
MISR signature.

2. Outputs that can float or can be unknown should not be



connected directly to the MISR of the BIST in order to
avoid an unknown MISR signature.

The MISR [3] is part of the BIST; after applying the PR
patterns, the signature of the MISR of a circuit-under-test is
compared with the signature of a fault-free circuit to check
whether it is fault-free. With an unknown MISR, it cannot
be checked whether the signature conforms to a fault-free
circuit. Of course is this not allowed for proper BIST imple-
mentation. The BIST requirements can be satisfied when:

• all inputs with a possible floating/unknown value, e.g.,
inputs from embedded memories, are set to a known
value by extra test-logic.

• bus-conflicts are avoided, by ensuring that bus-drivers
of three-state buses can never be enabled at the same
time, regardless of the circuit’s input values.

• outputs that can float, e.g., due to floating buses, are
pulled-up or pulled-down before their value is shifted
into the MISR.

• outputs that cannot be pulled-up/pulled-down and still
can float or can become unknown, are not connected
to the MISR.

TPI for improving BIST fault coverage is only useful
when the circuit is already suited for BIST. Still, the TPI
algorithm has to make sure that it remains suited for BIST
after TPI. In the remaining part of this paper, it is assumed
that the three-state circuits meet these requirements and are
suited for PR BIST.

In this paper COP and the HCRF TPI algorithm are
extended with three-state capabilities, such that they can
also be used on three-state designs. The HCRF TPI algo-
rithm is adjusted such that even better PR fault coverage
improvements can be achieved as with the original HCRF
TPI algorithm as well as for Boolean, as for three-state
circuits.

Section 2 describes COP and how it is extended with
three-state capabilities. Section 3 describes how COP, in-
cluding COP for three-state circuits, is used in the HCRF
TPI algorithm. The original HCRF TPI algorithm of Tsai
[13] uses a cost function based on the COP measures to find
the best TP positions; the TP candidates that reduces this
cost function the most, are the TPs that will be inserted.
Section 3 introduces our proposed cost function with which
even better fault coverage improvements can be achieved.
Section 4 shows experimental results of the HCRF TPI al-
gorithm for three-state circuits, and Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2 COP for three-state circuits

For each signal linel in the circuit, COP [1] provides
statistical values for the controllability and observability of
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Figure 1. Elements in Boolean circuits

that line. In COP, thecontrollability ( Cl) of a signal linel
is defined as theprobability that linel is 1, and theobserv-
ability ( Wl) of a signal linel is defined as theprobability
that a value change onl will lead to a value change on at
least one output.

The outputz of the AND-gate in Fig. 1, canonlybecome
1 when both inputsx andy are 1. Thus the controllability
of outputz of an AND-gate can be calculated with:

Cz = Cx · Cy (1)

The outputz of the OR-gate in Fig. 1, is always 1 except
for the case that both inputsx andy are 0. Thus the control-
lability of outputz of an OR-gate becomes:

Cz = 1− (1− Cx) · (1− Cy) (2)

where1 − Cx and1 − Cy are the probabilities that linex,
respectivelyy, is 0.

The inputx of the AND-gate in Fig. 1 can only be ob-
served on an output when inputy has the non-controlling
value 1, and the outputz of the AND-gate is observable.
Hence, the observability of inputx of an AND-gate be-
comes: becomes:

Wx = Cy ·Wz (3)

For the other standard Boolean gates, The COP controlla-
bility and observability equations can be derived in a sim-
ilar way. The fanout, see Fig. 1 is a special case. It is
obvious that all fanout branches have the same controllabil-
ity as the fanout stem. The fanout stem is always observ-
able, except for the case that none of the fanout branches is
observable1. This leads to the following two equations for
the controllability of fanout branches, respectively observ-
ability of fanout stems, whereN represents the number of
fanout branches:

Cz1 = Cz2 = · · · = CzN
= Cx (4)

Wx = 1− (1−Wz1) · (1−Wz2) · · · (1−WZn
)(5)

A stuck-at 1 (stuck-at 0) fault at linel can only be de-
tected whenl is 0(1) andl is observable at a circuit output.
Therefore theCOP detection probabilitiesfor the stuck-at
1 and stuck-at 0 faults (Pdl/sa1 andPdl/sa0) become:

Pdl/sa1 = (1− Cl) ·Wl (6)

Pdl/sa0 = Cl ·Wl (7)

1not taking into account possible re-convergent fanout
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Figure 2. A switch and its truth table

In case of a Boolean circuit, if a line is not one, it is
zero. Hence the 0-controllability (C0l) of a line l, i.e., the
probability thatl is 0, can be calculated with:

C0l = 1− C1l (8)

as is used in Equations 2 and 6. However, in three-state cir-
cuits, this assumption is not longer true. Besides being 1,
line l might also be Z or U. Therefore COP is extended with
the Z-controllability (CZl) and U-controllability (CUl) of a
line l, i.e., the probability thatl is floating, respectively the
probability thatl carries an unknown value. Still the proba-
bilities on all possible values for a signal line should sum to
1. Given this, Equation 8 can been adjusted to Equation 9:

C0l = 1− C1l − CZl − CUl (9)

In Boolean circuits only the values 0 and 1 are possible,
therefore a value change on linel automatically means a
0↔1 change onl. But in three-state circuits, a value change
does not automatically mean a 0↔1 change. A Z↔0 or a
Z↔1 change onl can also result in a 0↔1 change on an
output.2 Because of the introduction of the Z value, the
following three observabilities can be defined:

Wl: The original Boolean observability, the probability
that a 0↔1 value change on linel results in a 0↔1
value change on an output.

WZ0
l : The probability that a Z↔0 value change on linel
results in a 0↔1 value change on an output.

WZ1
l : The probability that a Z↔1 value change on linel
results in a 0↔1 value change on an output.

A U value will never lead to a valid value change on an out-
put, therefore there exist no observabilities like for example
WU0

l .
An example of the COP measures for a three-state element

is given in the following text: In Fig. 2 the truth table for the
three-state element switch, i.e., a bus-driver, is given. The
COP controllabilities and observabilities can be extracted
from the truth table. The table shows that the output is
only 0(1) when thecontrol input is 1 and thedata input
is 0(1). Also can be seen that the output floats (is Z) when
at least one of the inputs isZ. The resulting controllabilities

2It is assumed that only 0↔1 value changes are detectably on an output.
Therefore the observabilities of all other value changes on an output are 0.

Table 1. COP equations for a switch
C0Out=C1control·C0data

C1Out=C1control·C1data

CZOut=C0control+CZdata−C0control·CZdata

Wdata=C1control·Wout

WZ0
data=C1control·WZ0

out

WZ1
data=C1control·WZ1

out

Wcontrol=C0data·WZ0
out+C1data·WZ1

out

are given in the upper part of Table 1. A value change on a
switch input can only be observed when this leads to a value
change on the switch output. A 0↔1 value change on the
control input leads to a Z↔0 value change onout when
data is 0, and a Z↔1 value change onout whendata is 1.
This results in the Wcontrol observability equation listed in
Table 1. A Z↔0(1) value change on the control input does
not lead to a detectable value change on the output. As a
result, WZ0control and WZ1control are 0. Thedata observ-
abilities listed in Table 1 are found in a similar way.

Because of the introduction of WZ0 and WZ1, also the
detectability probability definitions change. A stuck-at 1
fault at a linel is detectable, not only whenl should be 0
and 0↔1 observable, but also whenl should be Z and is
Z↔1 observable. The detectability probability equations
for three-state circuits become:

Pdl/sa1 = C0l ·Wl + CZl ·WZ1
l (10)

Pdl/sa0 = C1l ·Wl + CZl ·WZ0
l (11)

3 HCRF TPI for three-state circuits

3.1 The cost function and cost gradient equations

The goal of TPI is to obtain a maximum improvement in
the PR testability of a circuit with as few TPs as possible. It
is not advisable to exclusively rely on the COP controllabili-
ties and observabilities, since due to their local nature, these
are lacking the capability to analyze and describe the circuit
testability problems from a more global point of view. In
order to overcome this lack, [4] introduced thecost function
(CF) and thecost gradient values. This CF is a measure for
the testability of the entire circuit and is given in Eq. 12,

K =
F∑

f=1

Kf =
L∑

l=1

(
Kl/sa0 + Kl/sa1

)
(12)

Kf =
1

Pdf
(13)

whereK is the CF of the circuit,F is the number of faults,
Kf is the cost contribution of faultf , L is the number of
signal lines, andKl/sa0 andKl/sa1 are the cost contribu-
tions of the stuck-at 0 and stuck-at 1 faults at linel. Eq. 13



gives the cost contributionKf for a faultf , wherePdf is
the detection probability of faultf .

The smaller the CF is, the larger all Pdf s are. A larger
Pdf means a better PR testability; each fault has a better
probability that a test pattern that detects the fault, is found
in a PR test sequence.

Lisanke [4] defines two cost gradient valuesdK/dCl and
dK/dWl as derivatives of the CF with respect to the con-
trollability, respectively the observability, of linel. These
cost gradient equations represent the change rate of the cost,
due to an infinitely small change of the controllability, re-
spectively observability. Still, these cost gradients are not
very good indicators of the testability impact of a TP, as the
insertion of a TP always causes the controllability, respec-
tively observability, to change drastically. However, the cost
gradients can still be useful, as will be described in Subsec-
tion 3.2.

Equation 14 gives the cost gradient equation for a 1-
controllability change at the inputxj of a given gate, taken
from [4].

dK

dCxj

=
dKxj/SA0

dCxj

+
dKxj/SA1

dCxj

(14)

+
inputs∑
i,i 6=j

dK

dWxi

dWxi

dCxj

+
outputs∑

k

dK

dCzk

dCzk

dCxj

In Eq. 14,zk are gate outputs, andxi are gate inputs. The
first two terms (first line) are due to the cost changes at line
xj itself due to its controllability change. The summations
represent a chain-rule and are due to the changes in the ob-
servabilities of the other inputs of the gate, and the changes
in controllability of the outputs of the gate due to the con-
trollability change atxj . A more detailed description of all
cost gradient equations can be found in [4, 15].

In [4] it was assumed that there are only Boolean values.
In case of three-state circuits, the CF not only takes into ac-
count the 1-controllability (C or C1) and observability (W),
but also the 0-controllability (C0), Z-controllability (CZ),
Z↔0 observability (WZ0) and Z↔1 observability (WZ1).
As a result, also for these controllabilities and observabil-
ities cost gradient values can be calculated, i.e., dK/dC0l,
dK/dCZl, dk/dWZ0

l , and dK/dWZ1l . Each cost gradient
equations also becomes more complicated due to the new
controllabilities and observabilities. Eq. 15, taken from
[15], shows for three-state circuits the cost gradient equa-
tion for a 1-controllability change at a gate-inputxj . The
first two terms in Eq. 15 are due to the cost changes at line
xj itself due to the controllability change atxj . The sum-
mation over all other inputs of the gate are due to the 0↔1,
Z↔0 and Z↔1 observability changes at these inputs due to
the 1-controllability change atxj , and the summations over
the gate outputs are due to the C0, C1 and CZ controllability
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Figure 3. The HCRF TPI method [13]

changes at the gate outputs due to the controllability change
atxj . A more thorough description how these cost gradient
equations have been derived, can be found in [15].

3.2 COP in the HCRF TPI algorithm

Nowadays almost all circuits use scan-based test, and ex-
trascan flip-flops (SFFs)are inserted into the circuit to drive
the control points and to capture the output-data from the
observation points. As these SFFs are already used to con-
trol or capture the data of the TPs, they can also be used
as TPs themselves by replacing them bytransparent SFFs
(TSFFs).3. In this paper it is assumed that TSFFs are in-
serted by the HCRF TPI algorithm. The HCRF TPI algo-
rithm starts with calculating the global cost of the circuit
using Eq. 12. For each TP candidate, an event-driven mech-
anism is used to calculate the impact of the TP candidate on
the global cost. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3
and is briefly described below; a more thorough description
can be found in [13].

Given a TP candidate at linel in Figure 3, in RegionsI
andII the event-driven mechanism will propagate the COP
controllability/observability changes (and hence the cost
changes) caused by the TP. When these changes drop below
a threshold (BoundariesA andB), they are not propagated
and explicitly recalculated any further. Because the con-
trollability and observability changes have become small
(below the threshold), it is assumed that the cost gradient
equations are accurate enough to reflect the impact of the
TP on the remaining part of the circuit, i.e., the impact on
RegionsIII and IV . The cost reduction estimate for each
TP candidate is calculated and finally the TP candidate with
the highest cost reduction is the TP that will be inserted.

3.3 CF for improving PR fault coverage after TPI

The CF given in Eq. 12 has the disadvantage that it only
focuses on improving the Pdf s of the hardest-to-test faults,
while other faults with a low Pdf , but not as low as the

3A TSFF acts as a scan flipflop in test operation mode and as a buffer
in normal operation mode



dK

dC1xj

=
dKxj/SA0

dC1xj

+
dKxj/SA1

dC1xj

+
inputs∑
i,i 6=j

(
dK

dWxi

dWxi

dC1xj

+
dK

dWZ0
xi

dWZ0
xi

dC1xj

+
dK

dWZ1
xi

dWZ1
xi

dC1xj

)
(15)

+
outputs∑

k

(
dK

dC0zk

dC0zk

dC1xj

+
dK

dC1zk

dC1zk

dC1xj

+
dK

dCZzk

dCZzk

dC1xj

)

hardest-to-test faults, are ignored completely. Therefore we
propose a CF that also takes into account the other faults
with a low Pdf . This CF is based on the probability of de-
tecting a fault afterNPAT independent PR patterns. The
probability that a faultf is not detected by a single PR pat-
tern, and the probability thatf is not detected afterNPAT
PR patterns are:

P (f not detected) = 1− Pdf (16)

P (f not det. afterNPATpat.) = (1− Pdf )NPAT (17)

This probability can also be used as CF for a fault. Faults
that have a very low probability on being detected after
NPAT patterns, will contribute to the CF with a contri-
bution near 1, while faults with a relative high detection
probability will have a cost contribution of almost 0. With
this CF, i.e.,NPAT CF, the cost contribution of a faultf
becomes:

Kf = (1− Pdf )NPAT (18)

As the CF for a faultf has changed from Eq. 13 into Eq.
18, also the cost gradients will change. However, the cost
gradients equations, e.g., the cost gradient with respect to a
change in 1-controllability given in Eq. 15, will not change,
because the CF has not been written in full; both Eq. 13 as
well as Eq. 18 can be filled in. For the HCRF TPI algorithm
for three-state circuits nothing changes but the CF and cost
gradient values.

4 Experimental results

The HCRF TPI algorithm for three-state circuits has
been implemented in theDelft Advanced Test generation
system (DAT)[9]. It has been implemented in such a way
that no TPs are inserted at signal lines that can float, as
TSFF cannot deal with floating values. The algorithm has
been tested upon several ISCAS [2, 5] benchmark circuits,
and industrial three-state circuits from Philips, that suffer
from RPR faults. Before TPI, all redundant faults have been
excluded from the set of faults that define the global cost of
the circuit, such that the TPI algorithm does not focus on
improving the detectability of redundant faults.

The experimental results are listed in Table 2. The first
six circuits are the ISCAS benchmark circuits, and the last
six are the three-state industrial circuits. ColumnNo TPI

Table 2. HCRF TPI results
No TPI HCRF TPI

Circuit FE #TP CPU FE(Org) FE(NPAT)

c2670 89.08% 1 0.25s 100.00% 100.00%
c7552 97.03% 18 2.76s 100.00% 100.00%
s9234.1 93.49% 18 6.29s 99.76% 99.83%
s13207.1 98.58% 28 18.8s 99.99% 99.98%
s15850.1 96.14% 31 14.2s 99.89% 99.92%
s38417 94.95% 48 37.0s 99.98% 99.98%
Subtotal 95.56% 144 79.3s 99.94% 99.96%
p32118 90.61% 32 30.8s 98.95% 98.59%
p37021 91.78% 37 31.6s 98.99% 98.76%
p114605 90.47% 80 377s 97.66% 98.01%
p137498 95.49% 137 336s 99.55% 99.63%
p481470 83.73% 185 2079s 92.57% 94.10%
p596922 89.57% 317 3044s 96.44% 97.87%
Subtotal 88.30% 788 5898s 95.64% 96.80%

Total 88.72% 932 5977s 95.89% 96.98%

(FE) shows the fault efficiency (FE), i.e., the fault coverage
of the detectable faults, after applying 32,000 PR patterns
to the circuits, listed in ColumnCircuit, when no TPs have
been inserted. The number in the circuit name represents
the number of signal lines in the circuit. ColumnHCRF
TPI shows results after HCRF TPI for three-state circuits
has been performed; Column#TP gives the number of in-
serted TSFFs, ColumnCPU shows the CPU time spent on
an AMD Athlon 1800+ machine given TPI with theNPAT
CF (Eq. 18), and ColumnsFE(Org) andFE(NPAT) show the
FE with the original CF (Eq. 13), respectivelyNPAT CF
after the application of 32,000 PR patterns.

The results in Table 2 show that indeed the PR FEs are
significantly improved after HCRF TPI for three-state cir-
cuits. The results for the ISCAS circuit show that the HCRF
TPI for three-state circuits remains applicable to Boolean
circuits. With the original CF already (almost) 100% FE af-
ter TPI has been achieved, and there is not much room for
PR FE improvement for theNPAT CF. Therefore there
is hardly any difference between the FE results of these
two CFs for the ISCAS circuits. After the insertion of 144
TPs in the ISCAS circuits, the FE improves from 95.56%
to 99.94% with the original CF, and to 99.96% with the
NPAT CF. Although this means only 0.02% better FE,
still 33% of the detectable faults that were not covered



with the original CF, become covered with theNPAT CF
((1− 100%−99.96%

100%−99.94% ) · 100%=33%).
The results of the industrial three-state circuits show that

the HCRF TPI algorithm for three-state circuits indeed is
applicable to three-state circuits and results in significant
PR FE improvement. For the four largest three-state cir-
cuits, theNPAT CF results in better PR FE improvement
than the original CF. The larger four three-state circuits suf-
fer from faults with very low Pdf s, i.e.,� 10−12. HCRF
TPI with the original CF only focuses on these hardest-to-
test faults, while HCRF TPI with theNPAT CF also takes
into account faults with less poor, but still poor Pdf s. By
taking into account more faults with poor Pdf s, HCRF TPI
with theNPAT CF is able to reach better PR FE improve-
ment. The smaller two three-state circuits do not suffer from
faults with very low Pdf s and the original CF is capable
enough to insert TPs. After the insertion of 788 TPs with
the HCRF TPI algorithm circuits in the three-state circuits,
the PR FE improves from 88.30% without TPs, to 95.64%
after TPI with the original CF, and to 96.80% after TPI with
theNPAT CF. In other words, TPI withNPAT CF covers
27% of the detectable faults that were not covered with the
original CF ((1− 100%−96.80%

100%−95.64% ) · 100%=27%).

5 Summary and conclusions

One of the main draw-backs of BIST is the often low
pseudo-random (PR) fault coverage caused by Random Pat-
tern Resistant (RPR) faults. Test Point Insertion (TPI) can
be used to improve the PR testability of the circuit such that
the PR fault coverage increases. There exist several TPI
algorithms that improve the PR fault coverage for BIST.
Many of these TPI algorithms are based on the testability
analysis method COP. However, COP can only cope with
Boolean circuits, hence also these TPI algorithms can only
cope with Boolean circuits and cannot be applied to circuits
containing three-state elements that are also found in the
semiconductor industry. In this paper COP and a TPI al-
gorithm based on COP, i.e., the HCRF TPI algorithm, have
been extended with three-state capabilities. Experimental
results have shown that with these extensions, HCRF TPI
can also be applied to three-state circuits, resulting in sig-
nificant fault coverage improvements from 88.30% without
TPs to 95.64% after TPI.

The HCRF TPI algorithm uses a cost function (CF) to
determine the position where to insert a TP. In this paper
we have a proposed another CF with which better PR fault
coverage improvement can be achieved than with the origi-
nal CF. TPI with the original CF only focuses on improving
the testability of the hardest-to-test faults, while the pro-
posedNPAT CF focuses on improving the testability of
all faults which are hard-to-test, not only on the hardest-to-
test faults. Experimental results of the HCRF TPI algorithm

using this new CF have shown that the PR fault coverages
can be further improved; for the three-state circuits they in-
crease from 95.64% with the original CF to 96.80% with
the proposed CF.

In this paper it has been shown that by extending the
COP based HCRF TPI algorithm with three-state capabil-
ities, and using a new CF in the TPI algorithm to find the
best TP positions, significant PR fault coverage improve-
ment can be achieved, both for Boolean as well as for three-
state circuits.
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